INSIGHT: BALANCING THE BOOKS

The
transport

How does the Government raise revenue
from motorists in an era of electric cars,
usership, autonomous vehicles and MaaS?

T

he automobile is a cash cow for
the Government.
Revenue from the private and
business motorist has been so
lucrative – to the sum of £48 billion a year –
that it has been used to fund a host of nontransport Government initiatives. Indeed,
the argument has often been made that
not enough of the money is invested in
transport and road infrastructure.
Until now, high levels of taxation have
been justified as a reasonable charge to
cover the external costs of motoring and
the knock-on effects on public health,
society and the environment.
The principle of ‘the polluter pays’
has provided political justification for
ratcheting up taxes on motorists via the
fuel duty escalator and the introduction of
a punitive top rate of VED for gas guzzlers
of more than £2,000.
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Sporadically, Governments have
attempted to address the complexities
of transport income, yet each time, after
heated debate in which the question of
‘road pricing’ is inevitably raised, the
Secretary of State for Transport quietly
kicks this contentious can down the road.
But the road pricing debate is resurfacing with renewed urgency in the era of zero
emissions vehicles and a move towards
smart, autonomous and shared mobility.
This raises a fundamental dilemma:
if the current transport tax is based on
carbon emissions, how does the
Government continue to raise revenue
and fund transport infrastructure during
a wholesale move away from carbon as a
means of fuelling cars and vans?
And how do politicians successfully ‘sell’
a new transport deal to a sceptical motoring public who believe they already pay

high motoring taxes?
For road pricing to be accepted, the
motorist must get the message that it isn’t
about hitting them with more taxes, it’s
about making better use of our roads – and
that, with a few tiny adjustments to their
travel patterns, the majority could be significantly better off under the new system.
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Scale of the Challenge
Road use generates £34bn in fuel duty and
road tax alone. But, since the Government
suspended the fuel duty escalator in 2011,
in real terms, inflation-adjusted revenues
have been falling.
Transport taxes raise far more than is
spent on transport. The combination of VED
and fuel duty raised is around 30% higher
than the entire transport budget of the
Department for Transport (DfT).
According to the RAC Foundation, motorists pay a further £12bn in VAT on car purchases, servicing and VAT on fuel, while
company car drivers pay an estimated
£1.6bn in benefit-in-kind (BIK) tax.
The surplus goes into the general exchequer pot to subsidise other areas of public
expenditure. To date, this ‘motoring dividend’ has been justified to cover the external costs of motoring – such as the impact
of air pollution on public health.
But, as diesel and petrol cars are replaced
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by zero-emission EVs, it will become harder
to justify taxing motorist so heavily to cover
the external costs of pollution.
Taxation, from VED to benefit-in-kind,
has incentivised motorists to choose lower
emission models which returned lower fuel
consumption. Carmakers responded by
making increasingly fuel-efficient models.
While VED revenue has continued to rise
in cash terms, since 2000, it has fallen as
a percentage of GDP from 0.46% to 0.3%.
Meanwhile, fuel duty has been frozen for
the past nine years, meaning revenues have
remained flat in real terms.
Since the UK hit peak road fuel consumption in 2007, the resulting improvements in
fuel efficiency have precipitated a 5% decline
in the amount of fuel consumed – despite a
3.1% increase in total miles travelled. This
trend is set to continue until 2022, according to
the Office for Budget Responsibility.
The Government Office for Science notes
in its latest report, Governance of UK

Company car
drivers pay an
estimated

1.6
billion
pounds

in benefit-in-kind
tax

Transport Infrastructures, that this trend
is likely to accelerate in the future: “This
loss will accelerate rapidly when there is a
more rapid shift to electric and plug-in electric hybrid vehicles. Domestic electricity is
currently only charged VAT at 5%. Analysis
suggests that without any further policy
intervention this (shift) would be between
2020 and 2025 for full electric vehicles (EVs)
and 2025 and 2030 for plug-in hybrids.”
The National Infrastructure Commission
agrees, saying electric vehicles will “erode
and eventually all but eliminate” revenues
from fuel duty.
“This will require the Government to
develop a new way of ensuring road users
contribute to the costs they create,” it says.
“New forms of vehicle ownership and
the increasing deployment of ‘black box’
telematic technologies are already seeing
shifts in how people think about the costs of
road use. If more efficient pricing systems
could be introduced, many people
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New forms of vehicle
ownership and the increasing
deployment and acceptance of
‘black box’ telematic
technologies are already seeing
shifts in how people think
about the costs of road use

would enjoy
quicker, more
reliable journeys,
businesses would
save costs on delays
and society would benefit from fewer accidents
and reduced noise. But any
new system has to be accepted as
fair by motorists.”
Some of the predictions for the decline in
fuel duty revenue are alarming. Thinktank
Policy Exchange projects a cumulative
shortfall of up to £170bn by 2030.
“If these trends continue, the shortfall in
the total tax take will fall below the cost of
maintaining the road network by the 2030s,”
it says. “On this basis, the Government
needs to seriously consider whether in the
long term it will be necessary to move from
the system of taxing fossil fuels and carbon
emissions to one of road-user charging.”
Three disruptive new technologies are
predicted to turn transport taxation on its
head over the next decade. HM Treasury
can choose to accelerate or retard their
evolution by tweaking the fiscal treatment it
applies to road transport, but doing nothing
is not an option.
The three technologies are:

1. Electric Vehicles
By 2030, National Grid anticipates the UK EV
fleet will number 10 million vehicles, and, if
the Government’s aspiration of electrified
vehicles accounting for all new car sales by
2040 is achieved, fuel duty revenues will continue to decline over the next two decades.
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despite a
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Although
recent tweaks
ensure EVs costing
more than £40,000
pay VED, more affordable electric cars such
as the Nissan Leaf or
Renault Zoe are exempt and,
as the price of batteries and electric
motors continues to fall, more VED-free
options will come to market.
At some point, despite making the right
environmental choices, EV drivers will
need to contribute to the roads they share
with internal combustion engine cars. But,
imposing higher taxes on domestic energy
bills may be difficult to justify.
However, the Government has taken
the first steps towards a future levy on EV
charging by establishing a set of standards governing the type and functionality
of home charging points. These standards
include the ability to receive, process and
transmit energy consumption data, which
would distinguish between energy used to
heat a home and that used to charge a car.

2. Connected and Autonomous
Vehicles (CAVs)
A widespread uptake of autonomous vehicles is unlikely to happen as rapidly as the
shift to EVs. While the technical – and even
some of the legal – barriers to the use of
CAVs on UK roads have been overcome,
many cultural and political hurdles remain.
Progress has been made in trialling driverless AVs for public transport-orientated
shared mobility applications, but an explo-

of decades and, while the software to facilitate this joined-up approach to mobility now
exists, progress towards universal provision
across the UK has been patchy.
Yet, if the technology to link up various
transport modes seamlessly works well,
and users pay for utilisation rather than for
ownership, the next generation of ‘shared
vehicles’ may have less downtime and there
will be fewer of them on the roads to tax.
According to The Future of Mobility report,
while reducing levels of car ownership and
thus congestion, this new MaaS model
could potentially accelerate the move to
‘pay-as you-go’ mobility.
Using automatic number plate recognition, GPS and mobile networks, the need for
physical barriers or tolls is removed. This
potentially paves the way for a road pricing approach as users grow accustomed
to an itemised mobility bill – of which road
charges would be just another element.

The Priorities

sion in the numbers of private CAVs is likely
to be resisted.
As a number of surveys have suggested,
a steep rise in the number of CAVs could
potentially accelerate existing congestion by
increasing the number of single passenger
and ‘unladen’ journeys as CAVs return to
depot without a load – human or otherwise.
As the Government’s Future of Mobility
report notes: “Modelling of four possible
scenarios for self-driving vehicle deployment found an increase in the kilometres
travelled, from 9% where there was limited
automation of the vehicle fleet, to around
60% where automation of the whole vehicle
fleet took place.”
Therefore, a free-for-all dash to embrace
CAVs without appropriate governance and
regulation in place risks exacerbating levels
of urban congestion.
As Paul Buchanan says in his shortlisted
submission for the 2017 Wolfson
Economics Prize: “Without road pricing,
CAVs could lead to a large increase in mileage, especially empty mileage. If it became
cheaper to get your car to drive around the
block a few times rather than having to pay
for parking, then congestion could rapidly
spiral out of control.”
Here, road pricing has a secondary purpose to raising revenues: tackling congestion, possibly by varying rates by time of day
and road type.

3. MaaS (mobility as a service)
The idea of paying a single monthly
subscription for access to all modes of
transport has been circulating for a couple
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To date, much of motoring taxation has
been justified by ‘the polluter pays’ principle, but, in future, we will need to be more
precise about what sort of pollution we are
targeting and what kind of behaviours we
are trying to incentivise or discourage.
If the over-riding objective is to raise revenue to fund a wider shift to a smart and
sustainable transport network, then a more
complex policy response is needed that
comprises both carrots and sticks.
Thinktank Policy Exchange is clear about
the fiscal decisions facing Government:
“The changes to VED and company car tax
rates are indicative of further changes that
may be necessary down the line. As road
transport is decarbonised, it will become
increasingly difficult to tax fossil fuels as a
proxy for road use, given more and more
vehicles will be low carbon or zero carbon.
“The implication of this is that in order to
shore up road taxes, the Government may
need to tax road use directly, rather than
indirectly through fuel duties.”
Policy Exchange oversaw the judging process for the 2017 Wolfson Economics Prize,
which focused on securing a better deal
for road users while encouraging a shift to
smart and cleaner vehicles.
The £250,000 prize question was: “How
can we pay for better, safer, more reliable
roads in a way that is fair to road users and
good for the economy and environment?”
All the shortlisted entries incorporated an
element of road pricing or ‘pay-as-you-go’
charging in their policy submissions.
At the heart of the winning ‘Miles Better’
proposal by Gergely Raccuja is a distancebased formula that favours efficient vehicles. The lighter and cleaner a vehicle, the
lower the charges.
WWW.SMARTTRANSPORT.ORG.UK

Radical alternative revenue streams
Land Value Capture
Improving transport generally
increases the value of land,
property and businesses in the
affected area and charging a
Community Infrastructure Levy,
can help pay for improvements.
Around 45% of the funding
for Crossrail 2 is expected to be
sourced by various forms of value
capture. It works well in London,
where the uplift in terms of
property value tend to be clear cut,
but it is unclear if it will work as
well outside the capital.
Manchester has adopted a
similar scheme as part of its
wider transport strategy. The
‘Earn Back’ model uses a formula
linked to rateable values to provide
a revenue stream that could top
£1 billion a year over 30 years
predicated on Gross Value Added
by transport improvements.
The drawbacks include a
tendency to focus development
on already prosperous areas to
guarantee a return and the lengthy
payback periods involved.

Road Naming
Encouraging private business to
sponsor roads via the AdoptA-Highway programme in the
US has seen household names
like Netflix, Disneyland and
Dunkin’ Donuts pick up the bill for
management and maintenance
of sections of the road network to
ensure they remain clean, tidy and
pothole-free.
This brings the discipline and
accountability of the private sector
to roads maintenance, hopefully
making inroads into the sort of
backlog seen on UK roads.
AA President Edmund King is
convinced it could work in the UK

after experiencing it first hand
in the USA: “If a big corporation
has paid for its branding to be
associated with a major highway,
they are going to make sure the
driver experience is positive. If
maintenance standards slip, the
sponsor is on the phone to AdoptA-Highway to make sure any
issues are resolved very quickly.”

Voluntary Road Pricing
The history of road pricing is
littered with schemes and
proposals which were abandoned
in the face of public hostility, but
making road pricing optional
offers a different route to a fairer
system of motoring taxation.
Clearways – one of the Wolfson
Prize finalists – suggests this route
to road pricing and a number of
local trials are taking place in the
US. The state of Oregon has been
trialling the My OreGo system with
1,600 volunteers since 2015.
Participants get their fuel duty
refunded and can instead opt to
pay either a flat mileage rate or
a variable on- and off-peak rate
recorded by an in-car device.
Smaller scale schemes have been
trialled in California, Washington,
Delaware and Pennsylvania.
An Oregon Department of
Transportation spokesperson
says: “We’ve proved that the
scheme works and we can charge
motorists per mile and direct their

payments to the state treasury, but
there is still some way to go before
this sort of scheme can become
mainstream.
“The numbers of participants
has dwindled recently and it tends
to attract early adopters who are
curious about the scheme or
people with a special interest in
transport.
“They are keen to give it a go but
when they do the maths, most
drivers will actually be slightly
worse off using the system as it is
currently configured. So there’s no
real incentive to switch to OreGo
and, in effect, they are doing it out
of the goodness of their hearts.
“One of the biggest problems is
a simple lack of knowledge about
the current system of motoring
taxes. As many as 70% of people
seem to have little understanding
that they pay tax at the pumps
to fund the roads and that the
revenues generated are not
enough to fix our roads.
“Most drivers also need to be
educated about the wider impact
of neglecting road maintenance
on the wider economy – and on
their own pockets in terms of wear
and tear on their vehicles.
“We’ve had a lot of interest
from other US states – but not
necessarily because they want to
implement a road pricing system.
Washington, California and Utah
are all considering trials of similar
schemes and over on the East
Coast, the I-95 corridor is another
potential test bed. The Federal
Government has also taken an
interest.
“We’ve proved the technology
works, but the biggest hurdle to
wider scale implementation is
winning over public opinion.”
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“It is crucial to charge ULEVs proportionately to their social costs, because they
contribute to congestion even if they have
lower environmental costs,” Raccuja says.
money awarded
The charge will be collected by insurers,
for the Wolfson
which already manage most of the data.
Economics
Prize
Total tax take will initially remain
unchanged, with the Office for Road and
Rail determining future increases. The ORR
will also ensure that a fair proportion of the
tax take is ring-fenced for the maintenance
and development of both national and local
highways – removing the obligation on
cash-strapped local authorities.
Raccuja’s submission included a recommendation to waive the 12% Insurance
Premium Tax on insurance policies that are
monitored by in-car telematics to encourage uptake.
While recognising that a third of motorists remain stridently opposed to sharing of
in-vehicle data, Raccuja calculates that the
resulting reduction in accidents would save
the Treasury £1bn a year.
Local road pricing was the focus for the
TForward entry, with a telematics-based
system that reacts dynamically to real-time
traffic conditions to charge motorists based
on mileage and driving style.
It is designed to incorporate all current
road pricing and toll schemes (London
Congestion Charge, Dart Charge etc.), and
ultimately include parking charges and
Fuel duty would be reduced by 20% and
smart ticketing systems to facilitate widejourneys billed on a per mile basis with this
spread uptake of MaaS.
telematics-based system. Everyone would
The system could also potentially
get a baseline allocation of free road miles,
embrace smart charging provision for EVs
with rural drivers getting a larger allocation
and a seamless billing platform for car
and disabled drivers a discount.
clubs and car-sharing apps.
Total tax take would exceed current levels,
Its architect, Catriona Brown, emphasises
meaning more money for road improvethe importance of spending road charging
ments and maintenance, but the majority
revenue on tangible road improvements in
of drivers would pay less.
order to gain buy-in from motorists.
The private sector would be
Variations of this model –
encouraged to buy Road
underpinned by the latest big
Miles in bulk to offer as
data-driven geolocation
employee benefits.
platforms – are being
Car manufacturers
trialled in cities
would have the
across Europe.
option to bundle
Veteran roads
Road Miles with
campaigner
their new cars
Edmund King
to drive sales
OBE teamed
and a Road
up with his
Miles Lottery
economist
would further
wife Deirdre
incentivise
to repackage
motorists to buy
road charging
road miles.
as a ticket to ride
Edmund King, The AA president
Pricing
for
rather than a tax.
Propensity, submitThe Kings’ submisted by Paul Buchanan,
sion is underpinned
uses an app to allow
by ‘Road Miles’ – a quasimotorists to see the projected
currency which buys motorcosts and duration of each journey
ists access to travel.

£250k

We’ve been talking about road
pricing since the 1960s, but the
political will to press ahead with
it has always been lacking
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before they make it via an instant itinerary.
Selecting the preferred mode locks in the
charges and generates a guaranteed journey time, which – if exceeded – entitles the
user to a refund.
The system itemises charges for road
maintenance, environmental costs and
congestion charging to make the charges
for each journey completely transparent.
EVs are incentivised by exemption from
the environmental charge, but drivers will
still be subject to the maintenance and congestion elements.
It will also suggest alternative modes of
transport if they are significantly quicker or
cheaper and provide indications of the cost
and/or time savings if the proposed journey
is delayed or rescheduled to avoid periods of
peak congestion.
Jayme Harrison and Russell King put forward a voluntary scheme, called Clearways,
that aims to reward drivers with the option
to plan their journeys more wisely.
By targeting and discouraging discretionary journeys at peak times, Clearways
seeks to make better use of UK roads by
better balancing supply and demand.
Clearways allows motorists to opt out
of paying fuel duty and, instead, accept a
dynamic road pricing scheme monitored
via telematics.
The scheme would be operated by a
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trusted private sector brand who would sell
motorists a tariff based on their mileage
and driver profile. EV drivers will only receive
the Plug-in Vehicle Grant if they opt in.
Clearways members would also have
the opportunity to buy bundled associated
products such as Pay as You Go insurance
and earn rewards in exchange for safer and
more efficient driving.
A similar scheme has been piloted in the
US with mixed results (see page 29).

The Politics
The complexity of the challenges and the
number of stakeholders involved highlights
one of the key obstacles to delivering a
coordinated policy response to the question
of how to fund a more sustainable transport
system in the future.
Current transport strategy is driven
by four Government organisations – the
Committee on Climate Change, DfT, Defra
and the Office for Low Emission Vehicles.
In addition, HM Treasury has a £10bn
vested interest in road taxes and the
Department for Communities & Local
Government also has a say – as do the
devolved administrations in Scotland, Wales
and Northern Ireland.
And on the front line, where responsibility for integrating different transport modes
often resides, there are up to six layers of
WWW.SMARTTRANSPORT.ORG.UK

local and regional governance to negotiate.
The Government’s Future of Mobility report
spells things out clearly: “Left to the market,
new transport service provision or new business models may not be equitable, either
socially or geographically.”
The Government Office for Science 2019
report into the governance and regulation
of transport believes the scale of the transition to smarter, more integrated transport
means greater regulation at both national
and local levels will be essential:
“The potential for change inherent in
smart mobility – transport mode, service
quality, distributional impact, pricing and so
on – is so great the state will have to bring
clarity to its regulatory role. Without this, the
political economy of smart implementation
might become very difficult to manage and
could generate problematic externalities.”
So if there’s a new-found consensus
among national and regional governments
to work collaboratively on a coordinated,
strategic approach to transport, why aren’t
they just getting on with it?
In 2006, after decades of debate, the then
Labour Government attempted to introduce
road charging, only to shelve the plans after
a public backlash over data privacy and a
perceived bid to make motorists pay twice.
At the time, the costs of the associated
charging infrastructure also made the

2006
saw Labour
Government
attempt to
introduce road
charging, only to
shelve the plans
after a public
backlash

scheme less attractive financially, but in
the intervening decade, a raft of new technologies has emerged that would slash the
investment required to establish a robust
charging system.
Edmund King, president of The AA, says:
“We’ve been talking about road pricing
since the 1960s, but the political will to press
ahead with it has always been lacking. The
technology now exists to go ahead with
some form of pay-as-you-go motoring,
but, again, successive Governments have
ducked the issue.
“Providing transparency of what running
a car actually costs and what the taxes are
spent on are going to be important precursors to making an effective political case to
move to pay-as-you-go motoring.”
Veteran transport analyst and campaigner
Steve Gooding of the RAC Foundation adds:
“What the debate about road pricing often
misses is that our lifestyles are full of tradeoffs and choices.
“Many transport analysts feel we are
on the edge of some fairly fundamental
changes in lifestyle, which will affect the
volume of traffic. The choices people make
will have consequences for how they move
around. If Londoners want more pedestrianised streets and nice retail and leisure
areas where they can sit outside cafés,
and if they want their children to be able to
breathe cleaner air, then we are going to
have to have fewer cars.
“The less we think about transport in isolation and the more we think of it in terms of
the society we want to create, the more likely
we are to come up with the right answers.
Smart transport should be a by-product of
working out the lifestyle you want.”
LibDem London Assembly member and
former chair of the transport committee
Caroline Pidgeon says: “Our roads can be
as easily clogged up by electric vehicles in
the future as they already are by petrol and
diesel vehicles.
“Especially in London, we need to start
charging motorists and other vehicles on
a rational basis, based solely on the level
of pollution and congestion that each and
every journey makes on our roads. Only
road pricing will deliver that.”
Caroline Russell, assembly Green Party
member, agrees: “A smart road-pricing
scheme where people are charged by the
time of day and distance travelled as well as
by vehicle emissions is a fairer system that
discourages extra vehicle trips and allows
for exceptions for people with disabilities or
essential workers.”

Turn over
for the
peer reviews
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